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N EW S L E T T E R
TERM 2 WEEK 5 2019

Kia ora tatou katoa
Term 2 has started well for all the girls, with Winter Sports getting under way and our Kids Lit team 
representing the school well at the competition last week. 

“We cannot become who we want, by remaining  who we are’. This term our focus is on Making a Change, 
within our own lives and also learning and acknowledging those who have made a change for others.  To 
begin, the students have been asked to use the Action Learning Inquiry Cycle to ‘make a change’ in their 
lives. They have self-identified areas where they believe Making a Change would have an impact on their 
overall health and well-being. For example, managing their personal organisation, sleep patterns, nutrition 
or building resilience when things don’t go as they had hoped. We hope that they have all spoken with 
you at home about their plans and we look forward to hearing their reflections over the remainder of the 
term.

It is great to see lots of the girls have decided to be involved in HPAC (House Performing Arts 
Competition) on Friday 28 June. A reminder that KAMAR notices will informed everyone of 
when house rehearsals are, so this can be checked online at home over the coming weeks. 
Enjoy the upcoming long weekend to relax with your whanau

Kind regards
LUCY FELTHAM 
Head Teacher

TERM 2 2019 – MERIT ASSEMBLY
A reminder that our  

Term 2 Merit Assembly is on

Friday 5 July 
8.50 – 9.15 am 

in the Nelson College for Girls  
Assembly Hall

Parents, Caregivers and Whanau
are all very welcome to attend this Assembly.

PREP DISCO
Term 2 Prep disco is 
on Thursday 13 June 
from 7-9 pm and will be 
held in the NCG Main 
Hall. Tickets will cost $5 
cash  and are available 
from the Prep Office at 
Morning Tea only from 
Monday 10 June. The 
theme for the disco is 
“Sporting Inspirations”. 
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KIDS LIT QUIZ TEAM
Well done to all girls who attended this year’s Kids Lit Quiz: 

Lucy Phillips Naomi Robertson

Leila Macalister Caitlin Sullivan
Marni Bennett Jessica Playford
Leiana Hayward Joanna Johnston

A few spot prizes and lots of fun had by all the girls and they all have a list of new books that they 
would like to read. Thank you to Helen Bennett and Mariam El Orfi for accompanying and supporting 
the girls on the day.

QUICK RIP TOURNAMENT
Our Quick Rip teams has a great time at their recent competition.
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MOST INTERESTING  
BREAKFAST CEREAL

THE

Have you been looking for the cereal like no other?

Well, you’re in luck because Jewel Bites cereal is finally here!! Made out of edible 
sapphires, Jewel Bites is the new cereal that’s designed to target your favourite food and 
then obtain the same taste, making it the highlight of 3025. It smells like, feels like and 
even sounds like a flower. It even includes a mini iced flower at the top. It’s so good for 
you that even animals can eat it. New Jewel Bites Diamond Rush is also coming out next 
month. Instead of sapphires, you will get diamonds instead. Plus, Jewel Bites costs only 
1,000,000,000 credits, so what are you waiting for? Buy them now at your local newest 
New World.

Terms and conditions apply. Cereal may cause nausea or symptoms or malaria.

Evie McDonald

You get up in the morning with a great feelng that you’re going to be having Rice 
Bubbles for breakfast. The way you tip the milk in and then pour the rice bubbles in and 
it all just starts popping and crackling. This breakfast cereal is very simple and does not 
look good, but trust me, it is not all about the looks with this cereal.

The feel of this cereal is hardish with gaps in the middle to make it pop more easily and 
to crackle your way to joy. It may feel  hard but when it is in your mouth it is a soft as a 
baby’s bottom.

These rice bubbles are very small, eg, they are a nice goldy yellow colour 
with lots that come in one packet for a decent price.

When I get out a packet of rice bubbles, it’s not like bacon which you 
smell almost instantly, there no real smell to them, it just the sweet air.

This cereal I would highly recommend because it is EASY, FAST and DELICIOUS.

Lucy Mitchell
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MOST INTERESTING  
BREAKFAST CEREAL

THE

Imagine having every flavour of everything for breakfast! You could have snot, marshmallows, pizza and 
more. Let your imagination go wild! With Every Flavoured Beans Cereal, it can come true!!

Maybe top it off with strawberry milk and sugar who knows? These bean-shaped masterpieces are out of 
this world. You could end up with salmon when you thought it was candy floss - noone really knows! So 
call now for buy one, get one half price. That’s right ! Buy one, get one half price. That’s 06 276 982. Come 
on - don’t be shy!

We’ve even got the approval of the Kids’ Health Minister and it’s medically tested to boost a child’s 
happiness in the morning. Now here are some real customer ratings and comments:

“I think they do my kids well. They are more happy, more energetic AND they’ve only lost one tooth which 
is a great improvement”

“This is the next big hit. For me this just boosts my energy and makes me happier”

Your children growing up and getting a little angry? Well get these and 99.9% of the time it works! Results 
show that your kids are more happy for life. Dial 06 276 982 not just for free cereal but for a booklet of 
activities to do with your really happy life. Call NOW!! And remember to look for this packet in your local 
supermarket.

Lily French

Hi, I’m Jake. I’m the new intern at Wonka’s Chocolate Factory. today I’m going to talk all about our new 
cereal - Wonka Ponkas!!

Wonka Ponkas are a mix of the original chocolate bar and our famous rice bubble gum. the room that 
produces this magical sensation is called the W. P. Station and of course it smells heavenly in there. the 
Wonka Ponka Cereal looks ordinary but different at the same time. It is a milky brown colour with bubbly 
features. The taste is sensational!! It just melts into your moist mouth, and even better, it leave a residue in 
your mouth that tastes like strawberry popping candy!! When the popping candy is inside your mouth, it 
starts to meld, the sizzle sound eventually goes dull, and you can feel a creamy taste that’s our strawberry 
frosting, which was produced from saliva on the popping candy. Even though this may be the cereal of 
the century, if you don’t add milk into it, it will leave nasty blistering ulcers in your mouth for weeks. Trust 
me, our tester tried it when it first got made four months ago and he hasn’t even return to work yet. Yes, 
I know, that is how bad it can be (But that is a secret that is forbidden to out, so I suggest if you’re lactose 
intolerant, Wonka Ponkas might not be for you!).

Cate Cook
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8VC Queen’s Birthday  
Cake Challenge
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8VC Queen’s Birthday  
Cake Challenge
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8VC Queen’s Birthday  
Cake Challenge

THE WINNER

THE QUEENS
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Book Week
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Book Week
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DATE EVENT
Wednesday 29 May NCG Production – The Witches of Eastwick (Please see advert)

Monday 3 June Queen’s Birthday

Thursday 13 June Prep Disco at NCG Main Hall 7–9 pm. Theme – Favourite Sport

Thursday 20 June Otago Problem Solving Set 3

Friday 21 June Interschool Cross Country Relay at Saxton Stadium

Wednesday 26 June Nelson Mathix

Thursday 27 June Mufti Day

Friday 28 June HPAC
Interschool Cross Country at Rabbit Island

Friday 5 July Merit Assembly in NCG Main Hall at 8.50 am

There Is Still Time To Go And See The Amazing
NCG Production of  the ‘Witches Of  Eastwick’.  

Special Ticket Price For Saturday Matinee For Students 
$15 - TicketDirect Code - EASTWICK (this show only) 

Doorsales also available.


